Which Word is Correct

DIRECTIONS: Circle the correct word to complete each sentence.

1. Our teacher told us that Cal Ripken Jr. ___________ good character.
   exemplified       articulated

2. Maggie doesn’t like oysters; she says they are too _____ for her.
   avid             exotic

3. Because she values her privacy, Mary writes under a ______.
   pseudonym        phenomenon

4. We hired a plumber and we are hoping he can _____ out the problem.
   fend             ferret

5. I felt comfortable because of all the friendly ____________.
   barter           banter

6. Take your time; if this is going to work it’s _____ you get this next step right.
   crucial          capacious

7. We had only been in business for a week when things started to go ___.
   aloof            awry